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Summary:
In this manuscript (MS) the authors extract information from remotely sensed imagery to
detect glacier surges in High Mountain Asia (HMA) over the period 1986-2021. Surge
activity in this region is among the highest globally and this intriguing phenomenon
deserves attention. The authors identify 244 surge-type glaciers, and characterize them
by duration and repeat times. The findings are compared to those of other studies and the
authors conclude that the mechanisms of surges in HMA differ from those in other parts of
the world.

Criticism:
Unclear methodology
Classification of surges is based on a very restrictive criterion, terminus advance. A fast
and extensive advance is a prominent manifestation of a surge but it is only at the end of
a chain of consequences that starts with flow acceleration, mass redistribution causing
patterns of thinning and thickening. So this classification neglects partial surges, thus
represents a limitation for inferring causes or underlying mechanisms. How can you draw
general conclusions about a mechanisms from an incomplete survey?

In L183ff the authors state that a multi-criterion identification scheme has been used,
considering rapid advance (>150m/yr), surface characteristics and surface elevation
change. It is left unclear how these criteria are combined (AND, OR, AND/OR,…?). The
presentation and discussion of results exclusively focuses on length changes which seem
to be the only criterion that has been used.

It is unclear how these length changes have been derived from the imagery. This depends
critically on the identification of glacier outlines and centerlines. The glacier detection is
described as “a band comparison process” (which bands? How compared? How did you
handle debris-covered areas? Identification of debris-covered glacier parts is a well-known
challenge when using band-ratio methods). Furthermore, the method involves “…using a
python code”; this code is not available and referring to a code instead of describing the
methodology weakens the comprehensiveness. The determination of centerlines is not



described besides a reference, and its accuracy is never shown nor discussed. Especially in
case of wide glacier tongues, changes in the position of the determined centerline may
artificially induce length changes.

Poor writing
There is a lack in clarity that is widespread throughout the MS. I discuss sec 4.3.1 as an
example. This part provides a confusing and inconsistent description. What do the
reported quantities represent? 18 m/d, 53.8 m/d? are these terminus-advance rates or
surface velocities or something else? Either way, 53.8 m/d is an extreme value that
immediately triggers questions about the accuracy of the method; however, this is not
possible to assess (see above remarks on methodology).
Advances are reported with centimeter precision which is impossible to achieve
considering the resolution of satellite imagery. 18 m/d is reported as the change rate for a
4336m change over a (one or two?) month period, these numbers do not add up. In
addition, following the cross-reference to Fig7 reveals a change of <2000m. all this is
highly confusing and since there are only a few presented out of several 100 individual
surges, this creates doubts about the reliability of the presented results.
Further in the discussion, the authors refer to individual glaciers either by their name or
they use an ID (which one? And apparently there are several ID systems used (GLIMS and
RGI or???)). This makes it impossible to identify the examples. In Fig12, the individual
glaciers are distinguished by their ID (which one?) but in text refers to glacier names
(without ID), this makes it impossible to relate text to the figure.

Unsupported conclusion
The statement about a unique HMA surge mechanism is very bold but the material
presented in the MS does not provide much support. The authors present an imprecise
description of two potential surge mechanisms and how these would manifest themselves
in terms of observed characteristics; from the failure to clearly associate characteristics of
their observations with one single mechanism the authors conclude that their observations
do not exactly match expectations. The authors claim that there should be a unique
mechanism that is different from those that have been proposed and investigated over
several decades. However, they do not at all propose how such a mechanism could work
and how it would better explain the observed behavior.

Frankly, I have not much learned from studying this MS: the authors present yet another
classification of surging glaciers in the HMA, though their definition of surge differs from
that of previous workers. Therefore, their results cannot directly be compared to previous
work and the reader is left wondering how to think about it. The description of the applied
methodology is unclear and not comprehensible, thus far from reproducible based on the
provided information. The proposal of a unique surge mechanism appears a unsupported
claim rather than a firm conclusion.
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